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SUMMARY
A magnetotelluric (MT) survey was performed in the Ishikari lowland region in order to clarify the distribution of fluids
beneath the Ishikari-Teichi-Toen active fault zone (ITFZ), which is regarded as the most hazardous inland fault zone in
northern Japan. Four components of impedance tensor and two components of magnetic transfer function at 16
frequencies between 40 and 0.00012 Hz at 50 measurement stations were inverted to a 3-D resistivity structure with the
aid of the WSINV3DMT code. The inverted structure showed at the shallower part that the conductive layer (<10 Ωm)
corresponding to sediments beneath the lowland lies from the surface down to 7 km deep. The resistivity below 7 km
shows a regional boundary between the western-northern and southwestern parts. The conductor is found along the
ITFZ beneath this boundary in the middle crust. We interpreted this conductor to be a fluid rich zone, acting as a
dynamically weakened zone. The conductive body is also found beneath the Shikotsu caldera, implying magmatic fluids
ascending from the mantle or a region of partial melt.
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INTRODUCTION
Ishikari-teichi-toen fault zone (ITFZ) is an active fault
zone, located at the eastern edge of the Ishikari lowland
between the central and southwestern part of Hokkaido
Island, Japan (Figure 1). The Ishikari lowland is situated
at the end of westing foreland fold-and-thrust belt from
the Hidaka collision zone at which the NE Japan and
Kuril arcs contact each other (e.g. Ito, 2000). This
activity forms a tectonic zone in this region under E-W
compression field. The ITFZ extends longer than 70 km
with approximately N-S striking. The last activity and
average interval of activity of the ITFZ are suspected as
in 18-19 century and 1000-2000 years, respectively (The
Headquarters for Earthquake Research Promotion, 2010).
The recent studies regarding inland earthquakes have
suggested that fluids in the mid-lower crust generate a
weak zone and the compressive strain is accumulated
there (e.g. Iio et al., 2002). The distribution of fluids in
the crust might be one of the important factors in
generating inland earthquakes. The resistivity survey can
clarify such fluids as electrically conductive bodies in
the crust.

Figure 1. MT-station locations. Purple lines indicate
active fault traces. Blue rectangle corresponds to the
displayed area of the resistivity model (Fig. 2)
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL INVERSION
The Magnetotelluric (MT) data were measured at 50
stations in and around the Ishikari lowland (Figure 1).
The impedance tensor and magnetic transfer function
were computed at a frequency range between 320 and
7.6 × 10-5 Hz.
We performed a 3-D inversion analysis by using the
obtained wideband MT data to suppose a resistivity
structure. Four components of impedance tensor and two
components of magnetic transfer function at 16
frequencies between 40 and 0.00012 Hz at 50
measurement stations were inverted to a 3-D resistivity
structure with the aid of the WSINV3DMT code
(Siripunvaraporn et al., 2005; Siripunvaraporn and
Egbert, 2009). Error floor was provided as 5 % of each
component. The initial model was assumed 100 and 0.3
Ωm as the land and sea, where the sea blocks were fixed
during iterations. We tried 5 different smoothing
parameters (τ = 5, 7, 10, 14 and 20 with δx = δy = δz =
0.1) in the model covariance matrix (Siripunvaraporn
and Egbert, 2000). The RMS misfit for the best-fit model
with τ = 7 was reduced from 16.0 to 2.15.
The skin depth can be shortened because the shallow
part is quite conductive (<10 Ωm). We here checked
model sensitivity by simply replacing the resistivity
below 40 km as 10 Ωm uniformly. The calculated
responses were quite different from the measured ones at
lower frequency band (<0.01 Hz), being compared to
ones from the inverted model. This shows that the
inverted model has enough sensitivity above 40 km.
INTERPRETATIONS
The conductive layer (<10 Ωm) corresponding to
sediments beneath the lowland lies from the surface
down to 7 km deep. The resistivity of the second
underlying layer is increased to 10 - 100 Ωm, and upper
part of the second layer corresponds to the cretaceous
basement, given results of the seismic velocity and
borehole investigations (e.g. Yoshida et al., 2007). The
basement shows a trend to be deepened at the
southeastern side of the fault zone. The surface
conductive layer is discontinued with dipping eastward
beneath the ITFZ (remarkably in the sections at X = -9
and 15 km). This structure is comparable to the fault dip
inferred from surface geology. The resistivity structure
suggests that this thrust fault reaches to the basement.
The resistivity below 7 km shows a regional boundary
between the western-northern (100-1000 Ωm) and
southwestern (10-100 Ωm) parts. The conductor C1 (<10
Ωm) is distributed along the ITFZ beneath this boundary
in the middle crust. High temperature and the existence
of melt cannot explain this conductor because any
volcanic activities and high heat flow are not found there.
Therefore, it is possible interpretation that the C1

indicates a water reservoir. This idea is supported by the
fact that the C1 spatially corresponds to a quite low
seismicity zone.
The pillar-shape conductor C2 (< 5 Ωm) is found below
5 km deep beneath the Shikotsu caldera, which is a
Quaternary volcano with three post caldera volcanoes.
The hypocenters of low-frequency earthquakes
concentrate at the bottom of the conductor (25 km deep).
Because fluids in the crust are strongly related to
occurrence of a deep-long-frequency event (e.g.
Nakamichi et al., 2003), this conductor implies the
presence of fluids. A conductive zone beneath the
volcanic front has been found also in the Tohoku area,
NE Japan (e.g. Mishina, 2009). Appling the same
interpretation as the Tohoku case, the conductor beneath
Shikotsu caldera indicates magmatic fluids ascending
from the mantle, or a region of partial melt.
CONCLUSIONS
We propose possible factors to form the strain
compression in this region as follows; (1) There is the
regional boundary as a structural background. (2) The
fluid rich zone beneath the boundary acts as a
dynamically weak zone. (3) The heterogeneous structure
in the shallower part causes a thrust fault there. These
multiple factors may contribute to form this compressive
tectonic zone.
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Figure 2. Three-dimensional resistivity structure model (Plan view and Section view). Black inverted triangles
indicate the measurement stations. Red triangles and arrows indicate Shikotsu volcano and ITFZ, respectively. White
lines trace active faults. Circles indicate hypocenters determined by JMA (2002-2012).

